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On nourrit le moncle

Feeding the world

Mr. Thomas Hesse,

President,
UFCW-Local 40L
L4O4O 128 Ave.

Edmonton, AB

T5L 4M8

Dear Mr. Hesse,

I am writing this in response to your letter on April 12 regarding the Safety of all
members at Olymel S.E.C/L.P. and your proposal to preventively close the Red
Deer plant due to the COVID-19 pandemic. lwould like to reassure you that, like
you and the Alberta government authorities, our company is taking the fight
against the spread of coronavirus very seriously in all of our plants across
Canada, including Red Deer. Like you, our priority is the health and safety of our
employees. We have never, nor will we ever compromise that.

On March 26, I sent you a letter enumerating the many measures we have
implemented to prevent the spread of the virus. On April 7 , our Vice President of
Human Resources, Louis Banville, also sent you a letter with an accompanying
document titled: COVID-19 - lnterim recommendations concerning the
slaughterhouse and food processing industry and applications in Olymel L.P.
facilities. These two documents outline an arsenal of important measures to
prevent the spread of the coronavirus and protect the health of our employees.
These measures are currently in effect in all of our slaughterhouses and cutting
plants and are approved by public health services.

Here are some of the methods being used daily at the Red Deer plant, which are
included in the measures we sent to you:

A registered nurse is at the security entrance each morning to monitor
employees that show signs of sickness and if they do, we check their
temperature in a private mobile trailer. We also ask them to answer
questions from a questionnaire;
Two trainers and an enforcement person are standing at security to spray
hands with sanitizer on arrival;
8 portable trailers have been added so that the employees are safely
social distancing at lunch and break times;
Staggering of the break time and split of the pork cut dayshift so that only
25% of employees are on break at the same time;
Reduction of the line speed from 1200 per hour to 600 per hour on
dayshift and 750 per hour on afternoons;
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6. Spots have been marked on cafeteria tables and hallways to show
employees a safe distance to sit and stand at break times;

7. lncrease of hand washing stations so that there is safe distance while
washing hands and addition of time for hand washing taps so employees
know they have washed their hands for 20 seconds;

8. Six extra janitors have been added to wash door handles, counters, tables
and washrooms for extra cleaning and disinfection;

9. Signs have been posted in offices to limit the number of people in an area
at once;

10.Three enforcement staff to communicate safe social distancing rules in

common areas;
11. Plastic dividers have been installed in production areas to separate staff

on production lines;
12. N95 and face shields have been distributed to staff working in production

areas;
13. Daily safety meetings take place with CFIA, management, unionized

employees and stewards to address employee concerns;
14. Posting of all concerns on the cafeteria tables, hallways and e-mailed

copies to employees;
15. More supply areas to avoid employees bottlenecked in hallways;
'16. Keeping track of all employees that are sent home, sick or have travelled

and contacting them on their health,

ln addition, Otymet has retained the services of medical speciatist Ayo

Adebayo, MD, MPH, FACOEM, Occupational Medicine and lnternal Medicine

Speciatist. Dr. Adebayo reviewed atl of the measures taken by the Red Deer

ptant to timit the spread of the coronavirus. You witt find the letter from this

expert in the appendix. ln this [etter, Dr. Adebayo comes to the fottowing

conctusion:

"Olymel's operation falls within the critical infrastructure workforce as

defined by the Canadian National Strategy for Critical Infrastructure. It is
therefore imperative that Olymel promotes the ability of its workers to

continue to work without compromising their health or putting them at risk of
contracting COVID- I 9 ínf ection.

t have reviewed Olymel's COVID-19 Policies and Practices aimed at mitigating
the risk of infection ond protecting the health and safety of its employees.
The policies were developed in consideration of the recommendations of the
relevant agencies regarding COVID- I 9......,.... /
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Based on my expertise in public health, experience as an occupational

medicíne specialist and upon review of the applicable recommendations and

guidelines for COVID-19 and other pandemic infections, my opinion is that the

measures put in place by Olymel either meet or exceed the recommendations

and guidelines for preventing COVID-|9 infection and should reduce the risk of
employee's i nfection".

The Red Deer plant has no cases of COVID-19, and we are doing everything in
our power to ensure that it remains that way, I must add to this that we have daily
contacts with the union representatives of UFCW present in our facility. We get
great cooperation from union representatives as well as from all of our
employees.

I would also like to inform you that Olymel has expanded the bonus of two dollars
an hour to include overtime. This bonus for all employees who are paid hourly
wages has been in effect since March 23, and will continue untilfurther notice.
This is meant to support the efforts of our employees in the current difficult
circumstances so that they can produce the food required to feed the population
in lockdown in the best possible conditions. Governments recognize the essential
nature of our operations.

Finally, I brought your three proposals to Olymel management-namely, the
immediate closure of the plant for a period of two weeks, full financial
compensation for the employees during the two-week period and an immediate
meeting with alt relevant parties, including representatives from the Government
of Alberta. Considering everything I have mentioned above, the measures
already in place and the current health conditions at the Red Deer plant, I wish to
inform you that Olymel management has no intention of acquiescing to your first
two proposals. Regarding the possibility of meeting with you and representatives
of the Government of Alberta who are involved in managing the current crisis, we
have no objection to participating in such a meeting if Alberta's public health
authorities require it.

I hope that this information is in accordance with your expectations, and I remain
available at all times should you require more information.

Rob Ackerblade
Manager
Red Deer Plant


